The invitation for participation in Competitions of the European Cadet Circuit

Sabre of the young boys and girls

The Russian Fencing Federation, the Moscow Fencing Federation and the Sports club "Chertanovo" will organize the competitions of the European Cadet Circuit for boys and girls on sabre.

October, 20
(From 09:00)
**Sabre boys**- Individual competitions
(From 11:00)
**Sabre girls**- Individual competitions

- Address of the venue: Sport Center «Chertanovo», Moscow, Severnoe Chertanovo, building 806
- Journey: from metro station "Chertanovskaya" walking 10 min.

October, 21
(From 09:00)
**Sabre boys**- team competitions
(From 11:00)
**Sabre girls**- team competitions

- Address of the venue: Sport Center «Chertanovo», Moscow, Severnoe Chertanovo, building 806
- Journey: from metro station "Chertanovskaya" walking 10 min.

Age of participants: the cadets born in 2002 or later.

Registration (according to rules EFC):
Inscriptions of fencers and the referees must be made through the EFC website by national federations.
- The Russian fencers no more than 64 in each weapon
- The foreign delegation is limited by 20 fencers in each weapon.

Please note:
- All referees must be entered via the EFC website by national federation.
- One hour before start of competitions there will be seminar for referees provided by EFC Referees commission delegate Vladislav Shamis (RUS). Participation of all referees is mandatory!

Entry fee:
10 Euro per fencer (individual competitions)
20 Euro per team (team competition)

The referees (according to rules EFC):
- 1-4 fencers, the referee are not required
- 5-9 fencers, 1 referee
- 10-15 fencers, 2 referees
- 16-20 fencers, 3 referees
- In case of absence of the specified quantity - penalty at a rate of 500 EUROS for each missing referee at the competition of the given type of weapon.

Competition system:
- 2 round of pools with the subsequent. Direct elimination followed by "repechage" from table T-32. The round of group tournament leaves at least 20 % of fencers. Final - 8 sportsmen

The equipment (according to rules EFC):
- For safety reasons equipment FIE ( Blades S2000, fencing suits and protection FIE800N ,masks FIE 1600 N(traditional) should be used.

The equipment control (will be carried out on the venue of competitions)
- October, 19 from 15.00 to 20.00
- October, 20 from 8.00 to 19.00
- October, 21 from 8.00 to 19.00
For visa support it is necessary:

1. The scanned copy of page of the passport (with photo, full name, date of birth)
2. Passport number, date of an extract of the passport and period of validity.
3. The filled applied questionnaire with obligatory instructions of consulate in which will receive the Russian visa.
4. The name, the address, phone, a fax of club or national federation of fencing with post or status instructions (the sportsman, the trainer, the judge, the doctor, the masseur, the technician, etc.)
5. Exact date and time of arrival/departure from the Russian Federation

### INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR THE VISA INVITATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>full name as in passport</th>
<th>date of birth</th>
<th>gender</th>
<th>citizenship</th>
<th>passport number</th>
<th>expiry date</th>
<th>status during the event</th>
<th>city of visa application</th>
<th>Contact tel., fax, e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Transfer: airport – hotel – airport = 40 Euros per person

Please, send this information on the following e-mail:
E-mail: sharikov.memorial@gmail.com

Moskomsport hotel Moscow, Kirovogradskaya St. 21.к.1
www.mossport-hotel.ru
bron@mossport-hotel.ru
phone/fax:+7 (495) 388-65-81

Park-Hotel “Bitza”, Balaklavskyi prospekt, д. 33
The manager: +7(495) 318 22 55
Booking department: +7 (495) 318 02 82
hotel-bitsa@mail.ru
E-mail: hotel@kskbitsa.ru

Park-Hotel “Sevastopol”, Bolshaya Youshunskaya 1A
Phone: +7 (495) 318-49-81
Fax: +7(495) 318-94-48
E-mail: reservation@sevastopol-hotel.ru
Website: www.sevastopol-hotel.ru